Facilitation of Locomotor Spinal Networks Activity by Buspirone after a Complete Spinal Cord Lesion in Mice.
Despite efforts to potentiate spinal cord lesioned (SCL) patients' functional recovery with multi-targeted therapy combining pharmacological treatment and training, consistent improvements in locomotor control by descending transmission or spinal network facilitation are still eluding clinicians and researchers. Lately, United States Food and Drug Administration-approved buspirone has shown promise and promoted locomotor-like movement occurrence in SCL patients, but evidence on how and where it exerts its effects is lacking. The objective of the present study was, first, to verify buspirone effect on locomotor spinal network and to evaluate if it promoted functional recovery when combined with training. Also, we evaluated buspirone impact on locomotion in mice that had recovered from a previous hemisection before sustaining the spinal transection. This dual lesion paradigm has allowed confirmation of spinal network involvement in recovery after an incomplete SCL. Buspirone acutely increased the number of steps taken, the coupling strength between hindlimbs, angular excursion of the hip joint during locomotion, and improved paw positioning at contact and paw drag (ps < 0.05). Moreover, it induced long-lasting improvements of paw positioning at contact and paw drag when combined with training in mice after a dual lesion paradigm. Altogether, the results indicate that buspirone exerts considerable acute facilitation of spinally mediated locomotion, and could be used in combination with training to promote functional recovery after SCL.